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American Centre under the US Embassy inaugurated the Limousine Art Exhibition on 

Climate Action on 28th April, 2023. The event showcased the works of various artists who 

used their art as a gateway to showcase the need for climate action. The exhibition was 

inaugurated by renowned guests - Samar Singh Jodha, Akash Das, and Rakesh Zharotia. 

Under the guidance of Mr Naval Singh, Nikita Mittal(S6A) and Sanjana Mandal(S5H) 

represented Modern School, Barakhamba Road, in the exhibition. The art work dealt with 

using the 3D Origami paper interlocking technique to create intricate designs using waste 

paper. The aim was to promote the idea of reusing and recycling waste materials to reduce the 

impact on the environment. 

The artworks exhibited by Modern school 

were the centre of attraction at the event. 

The visitors were amazed by the precision 

and skill with which the students had used 

the 3D Origami paper ‘Interlocking 

technique’. The exhibition continued for 

three weeks and it received an 

overwhelming response from the visitors.  
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People from all walks of life visited the exhibition to appreciate the works of the artists and 

the efforts of the school in promoting environmental awareness. The event was covered by  

Hindustan Times, and the school's efforts were praised in the newspaper. 

                                                    ********************* 

                               ROUND SQUARE – POST CARD EVENT  

Round Square Postcard event was organised by Ashbury College, Canada on 3rd May, 2023, on the theme-

‘What are the dangers of social media among 

teens?’The Modern School delegation comprised 

of Naisha Bhatia(S5B), Ohm Bajaj(S6C), 

Aashree Jain (S6F), Ananya Jalan(S6I) and 

Nandini Jain(S6I)  and were accompanied by Mr 

Nitish Singh Chandela. They were mentored by 

Ms Shalini Dahiya, RS representative, Modern 

School. The event hosted  from twenty-four 

schools in ten countries. The conference 

commenced with an address by the host school’s 

representatives. The students were then organised 

into different breakout rooms where they 

participated enthusiastically in their Baraza 

sessions. They had detailed discussions around 

various      sub-topics of the theme such as 

possible solutions to reduce cyber-bullying, social predators, and change in guidelines which should be 

incorporated by social media platforms. Modern School delegates excelled with their innovative ideas.  

Glimpses from the Exhibition 
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Azad House FUNCTION 

On the 12th May, 2023, the Biennial Azad House 

Function was held, sharing the date with the 

International Nurses Day. Taking inspiration from 

the motives for celebrating this occasion, the 

performances showcased by the students blended 

the themes of healing, sacrifice, and giving in a 

beautiful and artistic fashion, all orchestrated by 

the house masters Mr Gautam Sarkar, Ms Sangeeta 

Manchanda, and Ms Kanchan Gambhir. Dr Sanjay 

Sachdeva an eminent ENT specialist, Principal 

Director at Max Healthcare was the Chief Guest 

for the function. Principal, Dr Vijay Datta, 

with the chief guest visited the exhibition 

put-up by the students. Achievements of the 

various students of Azad house was praised by the 

Chief Guest. The show began with Orchestra 

showcasing a majestic rendition of the song 

“Mayi Teri Chunariya”, performed with live 

instruments by the students. After the House 

Report, presented by Arjun Mittal(S7C), the 

next performance on the stage was a play, 

called “Hai Vasundhra Pukarti!”, enveloped 

with a heavy theme - ‘The Destruction of Mother Earth’. Then a captivating ballet displayed 

the message through three different, beautifully 

choreographed compositions, based on 

interpretations of Mother Teresa and others 

who had devoted their life for the wellbeing of 

others. Finally, the show ended with the 

students proudly singing their house song ‘Tu 

zinda hai toh zindagi ki jeet pe yakeen kar’.After the 

performances, Dr Sanjay Sachdeva gave an 

inspiring speech to the students, appreciatively 

quoting the house song and other performances, 

and extending his heartfelt thanks to the 

Principal  for inviting him to his alma mater. Dr 

Vijay Datta praised and appreciated the efforts 

        of the students of Azad House for putting up a 

        marvellous show.                                                                                                                                                             

Glimpses of Azad House Function 
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                                    GGS Film-Making Report 

The students of Modern School, Barakhamba Road, participated in the second edition of 

Technokredible - the Technology fest organised by the Genesis Global School on 19th May, 

2023.A team of three students- Zara Javed (S5A), Arnav Goyal (S5H) and Vihaan Khanna 

(S5A) - put together a scintillating and fascinating film on technology ethics, and won an 

award amongst fifteen competing schools in the film making competition. The film was 

shot and edited by the students themselves and portrayed the dangers and threats posed by 

excessive use of the internet and social media. The students were commended for the 

riveting storyline and efficient editing by the esteemed judges of the event. Students also 

participated in Decathlon - the computer quiz, HTML coding, Python and Treasure hunt 

competitions. It was a great learning experience for students. 

                                                      ********************** 

 

                       Some creative artwork manifested by Azad house students                         
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